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Classic
The Mix & Matte Collection Pg: 19

White
(WH)

Marble
(MA)

Gray Marble
(GM)

Gray
(GR)

When laid-back presentation won’t cut it, our Mix & Matte Collection 
of melamine dinnerware lends an air of luxury. Designed to be mixed 
and matched (hence the name), these matte pieces can stand up to 
even the noblest menu items.

The Crave Collection Pg: 21

Cloud
(CL)

Shadow
(SH)

Our Crave Collection of break-resistant melamine dinnerware is back 
and bigger than ever. In a wide variety of plates, platters, bowls 
and mugs, this is not your grandma’s melamine. Fast forward, rather, 
to the 21st century, where technological advancements in designs, 
materials and manufacturing techniques create artisan-quality 
melamine that captures the look and feel of china-all at a fraction of 
the cost and two to three times the service life.

Mugs and sauce cups are 
available as well.

Plates, Bowls, Platters

https://www.amnow.com/product-category/dinnerware/mix-matte-collection/
https://www.amnow.com/product-category/dinnerware/crave-collection/
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The Jane Collection Pg: 29

White
(WH)

Denim
(DN)

Dinnerware has a new standard. The Jane Collection, our “basic” 
dinnerware line, is anything but ordinary. Simple and versatile by 
design, these plates, bowls, cups, platters and even sauce cups serve 
as ideal backdrops for all types of menu items. From low-key lunches 
to gastronomically-inspired dinners, the possibilities are practically 
endless.

The Jane Casual Collection Pg: 33

Linen
(LN)

The Jane Casual Collection pairs the simple styling of the Jane 
Collection with fun, friendly finishes inspired by linen and denim. 
Crafted from durable melamine, these plates, bowls and serving 
platters let you turn any meal into comfort food.

Classic
Plates, Bowls, Platters

https://www.amnow.com/product-category/dinnerware/jane-collection/
https://www.amnow.com/product-category/dinnerware/jane-casual-collection/
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Lilli Collection Pg: 317

Your grandmother’s vintage glassware has 
achieved a new life. Our Lilli Collection features a 
fresh embossed design that provides a nostalgic 
feel. Made with BPA-free Tritan colpolyester, these 
glasses have the delicate look of glass with the 
durability of plastic.

The Isabella Collection Pg: 35
Inspired by classic china, these 
timelessly nostalgic pieces 
feature beautiful floral designs 
that could pass as individually 
made. Whether you use them to 
serve entrées, hors d’oeuvres or 
desserts, your customers just might 
be transported to a Florentine 
patio when this collection 
reaches the table. 

Classic

Classic

Plates, Bowls, Platters

Drinkware

https://www.amnow.com/product-category/dinnerware/isabella-collection/
https://www.amnow.com/product-category/bar-supplies/drinkware/lili-collection/
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Classic

Classic

Drinkware

Tabletop Accessories

Sanibel Collection Pg: 317

A classic everyday look, the Sanibel Collection features a 
weighted base and cut crystal design. A perfect choice for ice 
cold water, cocktails or soft drinks, this line of clear, resilient Tritan 
drinkware provides a refreshing twist on a hot summer day.

Poplar Wood Caddies

This five-piece collection 
provides function and 
stylish coordination. 
Choose from rustic natural 
wood or sleek black.

Pg: 114

Rectangular Market Trays

The perfect solution for 
deli cases everywhere, 
these large melamine trays 
beautifully display all 
types of food.

Pg: 201

Porcelain/SS Gravy Boats

Different sizes and style 
available

Pg: 128-129

https://www.amnow.com/product-category/bar-supplies/drinkware/sanibel-collection/
https://www.amnow.com/product-category/tabletop-accessories/coffee-service/poplar-wood-caddies/
https://www.amnow.com/product-category/buffet-display/melamine-buffet-display/white-market-trays/
https://www.amnow.com/product-category/tabletop-accessories/gravy-boats/porcelain-gravy-boats/
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Rustic

Rustic

Plates, Bowls, Platters

Drinkware

The Del Mar Collection

Melamine Paper Plates

Glass or Plastic Mason Jars

Pg: 38

Pg: 37

Pg: 55,57

The Del Mar Collection is 
designed to meet all your needs. 
Crafted from lightweight ABS 
plastic (a BPA-free, dishwasher-
safe material), these stackable 
serving boxes can be used 
as both delivery trays and 
dinnerware.

In five sizes, these pure white 
melamine pieces are whimsically 
designed like paper plates, but 
dress up events with their look 
and feel.

With the popularity of pickling 
and fermentation, it’s the ideal 
time to serve food or drinks in 
these classic glass or plastic 
pieces.

https://www.amnow.com/product-category/dinnerware/the-del-mar-collection/
https://www.amnow.com/product-category/dinnerware/melamine-paper-plates-dinnerware/melamine-paper-plates-2/
https://www.amnow.com/product-category/tabletop-accessories/glassware/mason-jars/
https://www.amnow.com/product-category/bar-supplies/drinking-vessels/plastic-mason-jars/
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Rustic
Drinkware

The Antique Copper Collection

Glass Milk Bottles

Plastic Beverage Bottles

Pg: 320

Pg: 325

Pg: 327

Natural elements and minerals 
are on-trend. So it just made 
sense to add all of these 
copper mugs, tumblers, mini mule 
mugs, cocktail shakers and bar 
accessories to our line. Mix, stir, 
shake and toast! Here’s to you!

So many sizes – so many uses! 
These trendy jars work at the 
front or back-of-the-house, at 
the bar you can even serve 
drinks in them!

These clear PET beverage bottles make for ideal to-go drink options. 
The aluminum screw-on lid adds to the sleek, minimalist design. Labels 
sold separately.

https://www.amnow.com/product-category/bar-supplies/drinking-vessels/antique-copper-cups/
https://www.amnow.com/product-category/tabletop-accessories/glassware/glass-milk-bottles-glassware/
https://www.amnow.com/product-category/bar-supplies/beverage-bottles/plastic-beverage-bottles/
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Rustic
Tabletop Accessories

Short Handle Wood Peels

Acacia Wood Taco Holder

Cast Iron

Pg: 429

Pg: 44

Pg: 50

These peels feature rich patterns, 
earthty looks and unique handle 
designs. From charcuterie to 
single - serving sandwiches, 
there’s a size for every need.

This is one of those designs that 
will make your customers say 
“Why haven’t I seen this before?” 
This beautiful, suprisingly simple 
piece holds up to eight tacos 
and delivers instant delight.

Cast Iron: Go straight from oven 
to table with mini cast iron as well 
as our full size casseroles and 
frying pans.

https://www.amnow.com/product-category/buffet-display/wood-wood-finishes-buffet-display/olive-wood-serving-peels-short-handle-wood-wood-finishes-buffet-display/
https://www.amnow.com/product-category/buffet-display/wood-wood-finishes-buffet-display/ash-wood-serving-peels-short-handle-wood-wood-finishes-buffet-display/
https://www.amnow.com/product/thw8/
https://www.amnow.com/product-category/buffet-display/cast-iron-buffet-display/
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Modern
Plates, Bowls, Platters

The Unity Collection

Coupe Collection

Noodle Bowls

Pg: 10

Pg: 16

Pg: 40

Finally, a contemporary take on melamine dinnerware that provides 
the ultimate canvas for today’s modern cuisine: The Unity Collection. 
Named for the intersection of form and function, the Unity Collection 
combines a clean, straight-sided and stackable design with the 
durability of melamine. The result is delectably inspiring.

Elegant yet simple, the Coupe 
Collection offers a level of 
subtle refinement to the tabletop. 
Available in a wide array of 
popular sizes, this satin-finished 
line of stainless steel dinnerware 
is a versatile (yet durable) 
suggestion in modern dinnerware. 
Use as a charger, a dinner plate, 
a tray, a coaster – the options 
are endless.

Serve up today’s global fare in our traditional yet contemporary 
noodle bowls. Featuring a sleek dual-toned finish and the most 
common capacities, these bowls create a beautiful backdrop for 
your noodle creations.

Mocha
(MO)

Graphite
(GE)

https://www.amnow.com/product-category/dinnerware/unity-collection/
https://www.amnow.com/product-category/dinnerware/stainless-steel-plates-and-bowls/coupe-collection/
https://www.amnow.com/product-category/dinnerware/global-cuisine/noodle-bowls/
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Modern
Plates, Bowls, Platters

Pie Pans

Onyx Galvinized Wide Rim Pans

Rimmed Rectangular Melamine Bowls

Pg: 67

Pg: 66

Pg: 200

From stainless steel, aluminum, or standard, these serving trays take pie pans to the next level. Try serving 
burgers and sandwiches.

The days of using a standard aluminum pan for serving are over. 
You know have options! These darkgalvanized pans are perfect for 
anything from pizza to burritos.

https://www.amnow.com/product-category/pizza-supplies/trays/onyx-galvanized-wide-rim-pans/
https://www.amnow.com/product-category/pizza-supplies/pie-pans-pizza-supplies/
https://www.amnow.com/product-category/buffet-display/melamine-buffet-display/rimmed-melamine-bowls-platters/
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Modern
Drinkware

The Chemistry Collection

Unity Collection

Pg: 330

Pg: 316

Create your most inspired 
concoctions with these flasks and 
beakers that make even classic 
cocktails feel experimental. 
Capacity markings make 
measurement easy

Sleek, clean lines define our Unity Collection drinkware. With a 
heavy base and slight taper, this crystal-clear Tritan line of glasses 
complements our Unity dinnerware collection entirely. Featuring 
capacities perfect for anything from Manhattans to flavored seltzers, 
this line is versatile for everyday use but provides a rich, upscale look 
for your trendiest bars.

Modern
Tabletop Accessories

Evolution Creamers Pg: 105

https://www.amnow.com/product-category/bar-supplies/the-chemistry-collection/
https://www.amnow.com/product-category/bar-supplies/drinkware/unity-collection-drinkware/
https://www.amnow.com/product-category/tabletop-accessories/coffee-service/evolution-stainless-steel-creamers/
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Satin Finish Stainless Tabletop

Straight Sided and Angled SS Bowls

Pg: 106

Pg: 122

Modern
Tabletop Accessories

https://www.amnow.com/product-category/tabletop-accessories/coffee-service/satin-finish-stainless-steel-bud-vase-sugar-packetcube-holders-coffee-service/
https://www.amnow.com/product-category/tabletop-accessories/sauce-cups-and-ramekins/double-wall-stainless-steel-angled-mini-bowls/
https://www.amnow.com/product/hdws5/
https://www.amnow.com/product-category/tabletop-accessories/sauce-cups-and-ramekins/straight-sided-stainless-steel-mini-bowls/
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Elegant
Plates, Bowls, Platters

Stainless Steel Balti Dishes

The Rain Collection

Hammered Aluminum Entrée Baskets and Cups

Pg: 48

Pg: 190

Pg: 69

It’s easy to see your own 
creations making an impact with 
the help of the beautiful mirror 
finish on these pieces. Stylish 
handles make transport easy.

From organic edges to natural 
rain-splashed designs, every 
detail of these plastic platters 
and bowls is crafted with intent. 
And because it’s lightweight to 
boot, the Rain Collection is 
as practical as it is beautiful.

In cool contemporary tones, 
these personalsized tubs are 
perfect for presenting all kinds of 
entrées and sides. Your customers 
will love the artisanal aesthetic 
created by the individually 
hammered design.

https://www.amnow.com/product-category/tabletop-accessories/mini-cookware/stainless-steel-balti-dishes-mini-cookware/
https://www.amnow.com/product-category/tabletop-accessories/baskets-tabletop-accessories/hammered-aluminum-entree-baskets/
https://www.amnow.com/product-category/buffet-display/rain-collection/rectangular-rain-platters/
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Elegant
Drinkware

Clear Acrylic Water Bottles

Hadley Collection

Pg: 97

Pg: 316

In a quartet of distinct styles, these one-liter 
acrylic bottles make even simple beverages 
photogenic. Cap included

Old-fashioned charm meets current fashion with 
the Hadley Collection. Featuring a cut crystal 
look on durable Tritan drinkware, the Hadley 
line exudes pure elegance. Ideal for outdoor 
bars and lounges.

https://www.amnow.com/product-category/tabletop-accessories/pitchers-tabletop-accessories/clear-water-bottles-pitchers-tabletop-accessories/
https://www.amnow.com/product-category/bar-supplies/drinkware/hadley-collection/
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Elegant
Drinkware

Classic Mint Julep Cups Pg: 324

Featuring elegant beading and a mirrored 
finish, these stunning cups will have your mint 
julep presentation off to the races.

Crafted from hammered metal, our new salt and 
pepper shakers feature a beautiful, rich texture 
thatcomplements wide-ranging aesthetics.

Crafted from hammered metal, our new salt and 
pepper shakers feature a beautiful, rich texture 
thatcomplements wide-ranging aesthetics.

pg 139 pg 152

Elegant
Tabletop Accessories

Hammered S&P Shakers Standard Stock Plate Covers

https://www.amnow.com/product-category/bar-supplies/drinking-vessels/classic-mint-julep-cups/
https://www.amnow.com/product-category/tabletop-accessories/shakers-and-tops/hammered-salt-pepper-shakers-shakers-and-tops/
https://www.amnow.com/product-category/tabletop-accessories/plate-covers/standard-stock-plate-covers/
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For our next trick, we’ve created melamine 
serving boards that are practically 
indistinguishable from black-and-white marble. 
A high-end look that’s guaranteed to turn 
heads.

Crafted from hammered metal, our new salt and 
pepper shakers feature a beautiful, rich texture 
thatcomplements wide-ranging aesthetics.

pg 213

pg 152

Elegant
Tabletop Accessories

Melamine Naturals Collection

This is just a few of the amazing offerings that American Metalcraft 
has to offer. To get additonal information or to dive deeper into 

the catalog, please contact your local Fischer Group Rep.

Mesa Hammered Copper Roll-Top 
Chafers

https://www.amnow.com/product-category/buffet-display/melamine-buffet-display/dual-tone-marble-melamine-serving-platters-melamine-buffet-display/
https://www.amnow.com/product-category/buffet-display/chafers-buffet-display/rectangular-mesa-roll-top-chafer-with-hammered-copper-cover-chafers-buffet-display/

